This article presents progress made towards implementing a shared control framework for a smart wheelchair based upon stochastic dynamic programming (a model-based control design). First, we describe the mechanical, electrical and software design process of our instrumented wheelchair platform. Then, we detail a deterministic control-oriented model of the wheelchair motion dynamics using Euler-Lagrange equations. Finally, we discuss the development of a stochastic model of the human driver's intention in view of using Markov chain.
I. INTRODUCTION
The area of shared control has a growing body of research. It is interesting to note that much of this research employs a technique called linear blending which combines linearly the user's demand and the actions of a high-level algorithm. Essentially, the final command is a weighted sum between the two, and various methods have been proposed to optimize these weights [1] - [4] . Trautman demonstrated theoretically that a probabilistic approach is superior to linear blending in terms of safety: linear blending does not guarantee safety mathematically [5] . To investigate this issue, Ezeh et al. implemented a probabilistic shared control (PSC) approach where the user's trajectory and the path planner's trajectory are modelled as a joint probability distribution [6] . Although experiments with PSC showed some improvement over linear blending in specific circumstances, they were not as substantial as we would have expected.
Two possible reasons may account for this. Firstly, although the kinematic limitations (namely maximum velocity and acceleration) of the robot have been taken into account according to the dynamic window approach [7] algorithm, the wheelchair's dynamics were not modeled explicitly. Secondly, the user intention model may have been overly simplistic or too general (broad), unable to capture the user's complex intentions. In particular, a memoryless implementation was used in [6] . In order to solve these issues, we propose here a stochastic dynamic programming approach where a wheelchair dynamic model is formulated and validated in simulation. In addition, the user's intention is estimated using Markov chain modeling, where the present information is used in order to predict the future, at the next time sample.
*This work was supported by Interreg FCE project ADAPT number 116 1 [8] . We believe SDP is the right candidate for the following general reasons. A stochastic nonlinear optimization problem with nonlinear plant dynamics and constraints is solved offline. The outcome is an explicit analytical solution u(x) (a lookup table) that can be implemented in real-time on embedded electronics. Actually, the resulting control law is deterministic and can be used for extensive offline analysis (e.g. check reliability, safety etc.), prior to online implementation. The methodology has high potential to be used by industry (is industry-ready), with notable applications in the automotive sector [9] , [10] , although it had not been evaluated on hardware [11] . In particular, our work was largely inspired by the SDP methodology used in [9] . The block diagram in Fig. 2 is central to this work. It summarizes the requirements for SDP: control design as well as simulation. In the following, v and ω stand for the wheelchair's linear velocity and angular velocity, respectively. Fig. 2 illustrates a 2-layer control strategy. The driver expresses his intention by moving the joystick. There is a one-to-one relation (that can be experimentally identified) between positions on the joystick's plane and the demanded linear velocity v d and demanded angular velocity ω d . In this article, we prefer to work with velocities instead of joystick positions. They will be sent to the supervisory control (terminology according to [9] ), which in turn will calculate an optimal decision based on environment awareness (distance to obstacles) and send it as reference linear velocity v r and reference angular velocity ω r to the wheelchair dynamics block. To summarize, another way to see Fig. 2 is that supervisory control filters (in a broad sense) signals coming from the driver by incorporating environment awareness (obstacles).
In this paper we will focus on two blocks of Fig. 2 (namely Wheelchair Dynamics and Driver Intention) and leave the other two for future work.
This article is organized as follows. In section II we present the architecture of the instrumented wheelchair. Then, section III presents the deterministic wheelchair dynamic model using Euler-Lagrange method which is validated in simulation. Next, analytic modeling of the human driver intention is performed in section IV. Finally, the paper ends with conclusions.
II. ARCHITECTURE
In order to build a stable, reliable and reusable research platform (an instrumented wheelchair) it is important to address properly all the three design criteria: mechanical, electrical and software design. They will be presented next.
1) Mechanical design:
For prototyping, we used an aluminium frame directly attached to the base of the wheelchair (see Fig. 1 ). It offers the ability to easily slide and mount other components, like cable trunking, DIN rail, sensors etc. Each rod ends with a 3D printed rounded end cap used to cover the sharp edge and thus avoid injuries.
Encoders: We opted for a minimally invasive compact design for mounting encoders (Kubler 8.KIS40.1362.0500) on the drive wheels. In Fig. 3 the reader can identify their position, in the narrow space available on the inside of the drive wheel. Both the housing as well as the pulley attached to the drive wheel (110 teeth, pitch 2.5 mm) were 3D printed using PLA. 2) Electrical design: Most of the electronics were placed inside a modular electrical enclosure (see Fig. 4 ) which sits under the wheelchair seat, above the battery in normal operation. It acts as a Faraday cage, thus protecting the sensitive electronic components situated inside from electromagnetic interference, mainly coming from the motors. Dimensioning: One I2C network consists of one Arduino Mega and 6 ultrasonic sensors. The lumped capacitance was experimentally measured to be 260 pF, which is well below the I2C bus limit specification of 400 pF. Our experience shows that beyond it, frequent errors occur. Extra 2.2kΩ pull-up resistors needed to be added in parallel to the builtin 10kΩ present inside the SDA and SCL lines of Arduino Mega.
b) Electrical enclosure: Apart from the two Arduino Mega synchronized using serial communication and responsible for firing ultrasonic sensors, the electrical enclosure also contains: an Arduino Uno plus a hardware counter receiving signals from the two drive wheel encoders; a TIVA board acting as virtual joystick and which takes control of the wheelchair: it sends user defined velocities to the power module via the low-level R-Net bus. This prototype was developed by the team of INSA Rennes [4] .
c) Electric current sensor: Two inexpensive CZH-LABS D-1085 sensors, capable of measuring up to 50 Ampere, were mounted on an inner DIN rail, under the wheelchair seat, above the battery: see Fig. 5 . They measure current flowing from the power module to each motor. Later on, we will use them for indirect torque estimation. 3) Software: We opted for Robot Operating System (ROS) [12] as middleware, since it allows to flexibly interconnect sensors and collect data. Fig. 6 illustrates a schematic diagram of the instrumented wheelchair architecture. In the middle sits the single-board computer (Odroid C2 or Raspberry Pi 3b+) acting as ROS Master. Physically, this singleboard computer was positioned to the side of the wheelchair (see Fig. 1 ), thus allowing efficient usage of the build-in wifi.
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III. MODELING WHEELCHAIR DYNAMICS
Physical model-based approach is particularly insightful. In this work, the wheelchair is sitting on an inclined plane (a ramp) having a time-dependent angle α(t) ∈ (−90 • , 90 • ) with respect to the horizontal plane (see Fig. 8 ). Note that this angle does not need to be fixed, instead, the orientation of the slope with respect to the inertial frame needs to be fixed and known upfront. The right-handed inertial frame o 0 x 0 y 0 z 0 was chosen arbitrarily as follows (see Fig. 8 ). The origin o 0 is the initial position of the center of mass of the left wheel. The x 0 -axis and y 0 -axis form a plane parallel to the horizontal plane. Consequently, the z 0 -axis points towards the zenith (i.e. in the vertical direction opposite to the apparent gravitational force).
In order to build a dynamic model, we separate rotating parts from the static ones. We modeled the entire system wheelchair plus driver as three distinct objects, rigidly connected between them:
• the two drive wheels as vertical rolling disks [13, §1.4] .
We neglected the other 4 castor wheels 2 . • the wheelchair body including the driver as an uniform rectangular box. 3 We made the assumptions: each mass of the three aforementioned parts is concentrated at their individual center of mass; links connecting parts are rigid (not flexible); wheels are rolling without slipping; the wheelchair is initially positioned on the slope with a known constant angular rotation ϕ 0 (this is the angle between −y 0 -axis and the projection onto the slope plane of the axis interconnecting the center of mass of the two drive wheels: see Fig. 8 ); drive wheel encoder counters are initialized to zero: ψ 1 (t 0 ) = ψ 2 (t 0 ) = 0, where t 0 is initial time.
This allowed us to build a lumped mass system as follows.
1) Euler-Lagrange model:
The Lagrangian is taken to be the total kinetic energy of the system minus the potential energy (gravity effect) [13] - [15] . On the one hand we have the effect of the two drive wheels (see the first line of the following formula) and on the other hand, the wheelchair body including the driver (see the second line of the following formula):
where (x 0 i , y 0 i , z 0 i ) are Cartesian coordinates of each center of mass with respect to the inertial frame, i = 1, 2, 3 (these notations with an upperscript "0" standing for the inertial frame, follow the conventions from [14] ). Their velocities are calculated as follows:
and ψ 1 , ψ 2 are angular displacements of the right and left drive wheel, respectively. All parameters are indicated in Table I , together with their nominal values (most of them taken from datasheets). Note that velocity vectors formed by (1)-(2) are generic, equally applicable to the 4-castor wheelchair type (see, e.g. Fig. 1 ) as well as 2-castor wheel wheelchairs (out of scope here). However, there are slight differences compared to the bicycle model, often used in automotive [16, §2.10] .
Finally, derivations of the Euler-Lagrange equation lead to the second order system: where τ m1 and τ m2 are torques applied to the motors, and the parameters:
It is interesting to note in (3) the coupling effect between the dynamics of each degree-of-freedom ψ i (with i = 1, 2): note the place of the parameters a and b, as well as the argument of the cosine.
2) Experimental identification of parameters: Some parameters in system (3)-(4) can easily be obtained through direct measurements (e.g. mass, radius of wheels, lengths) or are supplied by the manufacturer (e.g. motor gearbox ratio).
Other parameters are more difficult to infer, especially if datasheets are unavailable (e.g. moments of inertia). Luckily, they can be experimentally identified using the linearity in the parameters property [14, §7.5.3] , [17] :
where ψ,ψ,ψ are vectors representing displacement, velocity and acceleration, respectively; ψ = ψ 1 , ψ 2 ; θ is the parameter vector consisting of products and/or sums of physical parameters (4); τ m = τ m1 , τ m2 is the vector of motor torques. In practice, a monotonic increasing function describes the relation between electric current flowing through the windings and motor torques; Often, it is approximated by a constant gain [14, §6.1] . Y (ψ,ψ,ψ) is the regressor matrix.
The above system is control-oriented. It is simple enough to be used in a real-time application, yet captures a great deal of physical phenomena. In particular, it can be used for:
• open-loop control by model inversion: specify desired trajectory profiles ψ(t) and the model will indicate which are the associated motor torques τ m (t). • indirect measurement of motor torques. making it a software sensor: measure in real-time ψ and its higher order derivativesψ andψ, pass them to the model and obtain torques τ m .
• simulating correct overall behavior, as we shall detail in the next section. Validation in simulation: In order to gain physical insight of system (3)-(4), we simulated the following scenario: the wheelchair is positioned heading down a ramp towards the steepest descent (ϕ 0 = 0) and starts advancing due to the joint action of gravity and constant torque applied to the right motor only (τ m1 > 0, τ m2 = 0). The trajectories of the three center of mass can be visualized in Fig. 7a . Notice the circular shape described by the wheelchair which is what we expected. Details of these trajectories are given in Fig. 7b . In particular, it is interesting to notice in the bottom plot of Fig. 7b , towards the end of the simulation, that the left wheel will decelerate to the point of starting to rotate backwards (ψ 2 < 0). This happens as the wheelchair rotates and advances up the slope, and is exactly what one would notice in real world. This confirms the model intuitively follows correctly the physical laws.
3) Block model output: In this work, we consider the output of system (3)-(4) to be the linear velocity v and the angular velocity ω. Actually, v = v 3 from (2a) and ω =φ from (2b). Therefore, they can easily be calculated using the linear relation:
v (5) and the inverse transformation:
4) Block model input. Low-level control:
In this section we are interested to achieve tracking of desired reference trajectories (v r , ω r ), which are specified by the supervisory control in Fig. 2 . Actually, our decision to work with velocities as inputs is motivated and imposed by the input design requirement of the virtual joystick.
A simple typical choice for this type of robotics problem is the independent joint control [14, §6] . It relies on the assumption that coupling between each axis of the wheelchair is weak. By analyzing the parameter values of system (3)-(4) we confirm that this is indeed the case. Consequently, we use a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller to ensure tracking of the desired reference on each axis, as depicted in Fig. 9 . The block named T stands for the transform (5) and allows us to calculate the reference drive wheels velocities (ψ r1 ,ψ r2 ); the block named T −1 represents its unique inverse.
Each PI is governed by the dynamics:
where i = 1, 2. Note the same pair of tuning parameters (k P , k I ) are used for both motors due to symmetrical design (identical left and right motors plus gearboxes). 5) Augmented input-output system: In this section we highlight the structure of the black box depicted using dashed line in Fig. 9 . It is the same one from Fig. 2 and is necessary later on, for control design and simulation. To summarize, it has: inputs: velocities (v r , ω r ); outputs: velocities (v, ω) from (5) and position (x 3 , y 3 , z 3 ) from (1); dynamics written as a first order ordinary differential system accounting for the following ODEs: (3)-(4) with state variables (ψ 1 ,ψ 1 , ψ 2 ,ψ 2 ); (6) with state variables (τ m1 , τ m2 ); (1) only for i = 3, with state variables (x 3 , y 3 , z 3 ). To conclude, this gives a total of 9 state variables. 6) Discrete-time system: In order to use this model for SDP, it needs to be discretized in time. We make the assumption k P ≡ 0 and use Euler discretization, to get:
where k is the time sample, and
, ξ 4 = −ae/ξ 0 , ξ 5 = be/ξ 0 , and parameters a to e have been defined in (4).
IV. MODELING DRIVER INTENTION
Unlike wheelchair motion which obeys physical laws, that are well known and can be modeled in a deterministic way (see section III), it is very difficult to know upfront the decisions (v d , ω d ) of any driver, given a circuit with predefined obstacles. The best one can hope is to derive a statistical model of driver intention:
where w v d,k and w ω d,k are random variables. In this section we are interested in the analytic probability distribution functions for two proposed driver models. In future work, they will be used to: form a stationary Markov chain; generate random driving cycles. 1) Blind driver model: This driver explores the environment ignoring obstacles, is indifferent to their location and has an equal chance to hit or not to hit the obstacles. Therefore, this driver can be modeled using an uniform distribution.
2) "Naughty child" driver model: This driver will tend to request maximum velocity and hit the closest obstacle on purpose, situated at a given R radius around the wheelchair. Otherwise, the driver will just move maximum forward velocity. The value of R corresponds to the range of our calibrated ultrasonic sensors: this choice allows us to match the driver's sight with how far the instrumented wheelchair can reliably sense obstacles in the environment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This article covered two design requirements of stochastic dynamic programming for a future smart wheelchair (assistive technologies). First, a dynamic input-output model of wheelchair motion was elaborated using Euler-Lagrange equations. It takes into account not only longitudinal but also lateral lateral effects. Inputs as well as outputs are defined conveniently in velocity space. Second, two models of driver intention were presented as means to cope with a safe ride requirement (avoid obstacles), in our stochastic dynamic programming framework.
